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Overview 
 

Waters Elementary stakeholders have identified space on the south frontage of the school that 
is available for redevelopment as a natural playscape. This space is of lower ecological value 
than the gardens and natural areas which define the southern boundary of the schoolyard. In 
light of the construction of a new annex on the northeast corner of the property, there is interest 
in developing natural playscape features in the area opening off of the south patio, with a focus 
on play and learning affordances for older students. Additional spaces may also be available for 
consideration as part of a phased development, including parts of the bioswale bordering the 
eastern edge of the playing field, or other areas yet to be identified.  After consultations with 
Waters parents and other stakeholders, I have been invited to propose a plan to redevelop this 
area as a natural playscape, outlined below. However, it is important to note that this is much 
more a roadmap than a finished site plan. I look forward to working closely with the Waters 
community as we move from design to construction, and I see the potential for a longer-term 
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collaboration as the outdoor spaces around the school evolve. There is a ton of potential here 
and we may well end up with an installation in several phases.  

 

So what is a natural playscape, anyway? Playscaping is an approach to shaping outdoor space 
which departs from the conventions of traditional landscape architecture. Where landscaping is 
designed to be looked at, a playscape demands to be used! Rather than ‘stay on the path’ or 
‘don’t pick the flowers’, we can say ‘go and play’ and ‘this space is yours’. We aim to make 
accessible, functional, natural outdoor spaces that invite kids (and adults) to relax, chat, run, 
jump, whisper or do whatever. In this way playscapes also differ from traditional playgrounds, 
which have fixed equipment that is designed to be used in one way, over and over. Playscapes 
encourage self-directed, imaginative, and open-ended engagement: imagine a living room in the 
woods, where it’s ok to climb on the furniture and let it get rained on and muddy! Play anchors 
are the building blocks of playscapes. An anchor is a place for kids to gather, a prompt to kick 
off play, or a comfy place to be alone and relax. It should allow for flow and circularity 
throughout the space, and create a node for active or imaginary play. Good anchors should 
evolve with use, and last for years and years. A slide will always be a slide, but a stump stage 
can be a fortress, a theater, an obstacle course or a conversation pit, which allows kids to 
exercise gross and fine motor skills but also social and emotional skills. 

 

My vision for a natural playscape at Waters is to provide a physical scaffold for the unfolding 
work of both learning and play. Let’s transform a disused space into a playscape that can 
double as an outdoor classroom or STEAM lab. Let's build pedestals and canvases on which 
students are free to develop their own projects. In accordance with STEAM principles, we 
should be ‘designing in’ opportunities for students to do work that has a direct impact on their 
world. The playscape should be a place for students to create and re-create, leveraging art and 
science, practical skills and conceptual thought. After all, we are not just building a playscape, 
we are sculpting social space! What if a natural branching tree column supported solar panels 
as well as shade sails? Can you charge a cell phone by plugging into a stump? Do trees play 
music? What nocturnal critters might a trail camera turn up..? Unlike a traditional playground, 
which is designed, purchased, installed and then ‘finished’, a playscape can be allowed to 
evolve over time. A phased installation would allow for student involvement in the design-build 
process, which will foster stewardship of the site. Community input will also be key--by 
leveraging the labor and love of the existing Wednesday garden night volunteers, we can be 
more cost-effective than with an ‘all at once’ install. By working with the existing plantings, 
contours, and aesthetics of the site we can integrate the play anchors into the existing garden 
areas. Likewise, by drawing kids off the patio and into the playscape, we can hope to make the 
gardens more accessible and inviting to students, or at least bring them into dialog with a 
natural area where it is not necessary to say ‘no’ (i.e. Don’t pick that flower! You can’t walk 
there!).  
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For the purposes of this proposal, I will assume that we can secure consensus and funding to 
move ahead with the installation of the four play anchors detailed below, as well as lots of 
connecting pieces and smaller elements. The general outline of the proposed build is given 
below, including goals for the project, specifications for the main features, an overall timeline 
and a scope of work, as well as considerations for ongoing maintenance. For now I will leave 
open the discussion of how or whether to phase the installation, and what mechanisms for staff 
and student involvement we might wish to structure into the design-build process. Thank you all 
for your consideration! Waters School hosts a truly wonderful community and I appreciate this 
opportunity to make something novel and interesting happen in your midst.  
 
 

Goals 
 

1. Deliver fixed, permanent play anchors and other features, designed to last at least ten 
years with minimal maintenance. All structural footings will be set below the frost line, 
and only the most durable wood and materials will be used in ground contact.  

2. Use natural and reclaimed materials wherever possible. Restrict use of concrete to 
structural footings or anchors where no other option is available. Avoid epoxies and 
adhesives when possible. Source and integrate a mix of cultural and natural materials as 
scaffolds for the main play features, and match existing materials wherever possible.  

3. Install four major play anchors, connected by desire lines, balance games and 'hot lava' 
challenges. The anchors must be integrated into the existing garden features and 
plantings wherever possible, and will be designed to maximize flow and minimize site 
disturbance. Incorporate plant protection and ‘planting for play’ wherever possible.  

4. Deliver at least one of the anchors in time for the new school year. (I’m very pressed for 
time this summer!--let’s discuss).  

5. Ensure play anchors can serve as scaffolds for outdoor learning and future student 
projects, in accordance with STEAM principles and a kid-centered design outlook.  

6. Build with older kids in mind. Younger learners have play affordances elsewhere on-site, 
and we want to engage older students who need play space but also a place to 
socialize, relate, relax and create. Hangouts and selfie spots will abound! 

7. Work with Waters staff to figure out ‘what comes next’: how can the space evolve? How 
can we involve students in future builds or projects? How can the playscape best 
function as an outdoor STEAM lab?  

8. Leverage the skills and labor of the Waters community by working with volunteers on 
garden nights to help to offset labor costs and encourage a collaborative, iterative 
design.  
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9. Reuse the large logs staged on-site from trees removed to make way for the new annex. 
We could also discuss the feasibility of repurposing elements of the traditional 
playground which will be demolished--there is a lot of good steel there yet!  

10. Finalize a design and execute a contract with Waters Today and the LSC, incorporating 
feedback from Waters stakeholders on this proposal in time to begin work before the 
school year starts. The construction contract will also detail a schedule of work from the 
start of the school year through to completion. 

 

Specifications 
 

The permanent play anchors and connecting features I envision building are as follows--but they 
are very much still open to interpretation. For visual depictions and inspiration related to the 
anchors, please see Addendum A, Images for Waters.  

 

A Gathering Place  - Any good playscape will include some sort of shelter. This can take many 
forms, from a simple hut prompt to a full-on structure, perhaps set slightly below grade 
(conversation pit, council fire), or even a foot or two above (gazebo, aerie, nest). No matter what 
form it takes, this anchor should give the feeling of really being ‘in’ something. It should block at 
least a little sun and rain, and be inviting even on chilly days. This is a more restful than a 
restive anchor, suited to imaginative play or just hanging out and talking. Maybe we can’t build a 
treehouse, but the right structure can be suggestive of a clubhouse or private space, set apart 
from its surroundings. The trick is to provide this feeling of interior space without actually 
obstructing sight lines into the feature. The gathering place must convey the feeling of seclusion 
and privacy even though you can’t really hide in it. A small retaining wall and/or mulch pile 
would increase the feeling of security and shelter, and act as a windbreak in the right conditions. 

 

The Stump Stage - This could be the centerpiece of the playscape, occupying pride of place in 
the larger lobe to the east of the central pathway. The stump stage is equal parts deck and 
chair, table and dancefloor. Here kids can rehearse and perform, but also lounge and hang out. 
Think about the deck of a boat, a rooftop patio, a floating dock, a shaded park bench: there is 
something in common to all of these which we are trying to capture. The stage should become 
the natural hangout for older students during recess and after school, but it can also serve as a 
podium or forum during an outdoor lab, or a place to nap in the sun. I’m drawing inspiration from 
public ‘sculpture benches’ I saw last summer in Berlin and Copenhagen: we can set tall vertical 
black locust logs in the ground (ideally branching columns), and use them as footings for a very 
unusual cedar deck, rolling and curving in two dimensions. Where the deck is flat, you can sit or 
stand, and where it curves you can lounge in the sun or lean back to rest. We could use the 
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vertical columns as anchors for a brightly colored shade sail, or even as mounts for a small solar 
install to power a cell charger or LED lights on a timer (STEAM project, anyone?). The stage 
would also become a de facto ‘selfie spot’ or backdrop, as it will (hopefully) be very cool! You 
can run and jump on the stage of course, but it is also a meeting place and visual focus for the 
playscape, as it would likely be the largest and most ‘structural’-feeling anchor. I’ll try to dig up 
some good inspiration images, but I haven’t seen anything quite like I’m imagining.  

 

Balance challenge - This is a classic element of nature play spaces. Staying low to the ground, 
and using durable black locust logs for footings and stringers, we can create a ‘spider’s web’ or 
‘pick up sticks’ effect of logs to scamper over (and maybe under!). The visual effect is dramatic, 
but it’s pretty easy to execute. The logs invite kids to walk and play, and the multiple routes 
across the structure provide for lots of games, either solo (choose your own adventure) or in 
groups (follow the leader, monkey in the middle etc). And the web is not just for climbing--it can 
also serve as an informal seating area, and is a good place to hold the attention of a group of 
students, serving as a sort of mini-amphitheater.  

 

A Water Feature - This anchor is definitely up for discussion, as I’m not sure if it will fly. In the 
smaller node to the west of the central pathway there is a hose bib and a french drain, the two 
pieces of infrastructure needed for a water feature, which would otherwise be prohibitively 
expensive to install. So, if we do decide to use the water, what should we build? I’m picturing a 
simple locust log runnel system to carry water from the hose bib to the french drain, over a drop 
of say 2’. We could add a ‘pebble pool’  to catch spilled water and lend the feel of an actual 
river, and salvaged architectural elements such as cut stone lintels or terra-cotta cornice would 
add some grandeur. To complement the ‘wet’ runnel system I would install a stump-and-log 
structure, possibly utilizing the large ash logs currently on-site. The logs could be made to ‘wrap 
around’ the watercourse to give the feeling of a mountain canyon with a tiny thread of water 
visible below. The ash logs could also be sectioned and joined into a low arch or ‘rainbow’ which 
the water (and kids) could flow under. This anchor could take many forms, but the basic 
elements are 1) running water and 2) the drama of large log climbers. A 4’ tall, 3’ diameter 
stump could be added, which would function as our ‘high place’, the highest accessible point in 
the playscape. Four feet may not seem very tall, but when you stand on top your perspective 
definitely changes! It’s important to note that access to the water could be facilitated, requiring a 
special key to turn the supply on. This would ensure that the feature is enjoyed ‘dry’ unless an 
adult is present. A timer could also be installed to limit the water supply to certain times of the 
day or the year, and an intermittent switch would require an input (button press, pump handle, 
lever) to dispense a metered quantity of water over a set duration. There are lots of ways to 
design around the challenges imposed by running water, but the payback in pure delight is 
totally worth the trouble. However, if water is not in the cards we simply remove the runnels and 
keep with the large log and stump sculpture, which could easily be a standalone feature. 
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Entrance Arbor - Although not one of the four main anchors, a grand entrance is still an 
important element of the playscape. We can set black locust posts on either side of the pathway 
that cuts through the center of the playspace, where the path meets the patio which the art room 
gives out onto. This would be the place to hang a sign (but what should it say..?). We could also 
create more of an arbor feeling by giving the entranceway some depth (four posts instead of 
two) and weaving smaller diameter locust branches into a web or lacey roof. This feature is 
borrowed from classical landscape architecture; its mostly symbolic function is to define the 
space, giving the sense that you have left the patio and entered a new world. It is not a climbing 
structure; we would choose and place the columns to discourage attempts at climbing.  

 

Everything Else - Aside from the anchors and the entrance arbor described above, we can use 
a variety of methods and materials to help connect the anchors and integrate them into the 
surrounding landscape. For example, we can employ stone pavers, stump steppers and seats, 
tree cookies, low log balance beams, benches and maybe a cable spool table--all will serve as 
invitations to play and add visual and tactile interest to the whole. These connecting elements 
will generally be designed and installed on the fly, once the space begins to take shape. One 
fun challenge is to build in ‘hot lava’ paths of varying difficulty, to see how far you can make it 
across the playscape before touching the ground. Ideally an active kid should be able to 
complete a circuit of the play anchors without falling into the lava! Other elements which will 
help tie the space together include cedar split-rail fencing (which has already been started, I 
believe), and floating Leopold benches which can be rearranged into intimate seating areas. A 
pile of mulch, replenished every year or two, makes a very economical hill. We can include lots 
of other materials, both cultural and natural, depending on how the playscape will be used. In 
more of an ‘outdoor STEAM lab’ modality, building blocks such as rope, pulleys, sections of 
ladder, movable stumps, timbers, slabs and the like might be fun to include. This type of 
component can be hard to manage in a school setting, and I feel the discussion about what to 
include or how to facilitate building play should be led by Waters staff. 

 

Timeline 
 

Below is a general timeline for stepping into the project, should we choose to proceed. The 
farther out we get the more conjecture is involved. If we bring this proposal through to a 
construction contract, these dates will get nailed down for certain.  

Sourcing and staging materials - I can begin sourcing materials as soon as we get the 
go-ahead for the project. It would be helpful if we could identify a space to store a few loads of 
logs on-site, as most of the cost of acquiring tree parts is in the hauling. If not, I can yard them 
off-site until construction begins.  
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Contract - We should aim to have a signed construction contract between my company, the 
LSC and Waters Today (or however the entities work out) ASAP if we intend to get a first phase 
install going in time for the new school year.  

Phase One build - Once under contract, I can schedule time in August to install at least one of 
the four play anchors, potentially working on a series of Wednesday evenings with the help of 
garden night volunteers. The balance challenge would probably be the best anchor to start with, 
as it will look impressive but does not require heavy equipment or too much fancy joinery.  

Phase Two build - As we will be into the school year before the rest of the build can begin, it 
looks like after school hours (4pm-8pm) and weekends in September would be the best window 
to install the rest of the anchors. I can plan to work Wednesdays in collaboration with the garden 
group to accomplish any tasks which require more hands. We can build until the ground 
freezes, so I’m confident of getting everything in this fall.  

Grand Opening - Let’s have a party sometime before winter break to celebrate the new 
playscape! Maybe there is some school or community event planned already that we could 
piggy-back on?  

 

Scope of Work 
 

To bring the playscape build at Waters School to completion, I will deliver the following: 

 

1. Sourcing of all materials needed for play anchors and other features, including stumps, 
logs, sticks, stones, lumber and bulk materials such as mulch or gravel.  

2. Site prep for install, including removal of any existing landscape elements that obstruct 
construction, and erection of construction fencing.  

3. Installation of the anchors and features listed above, subject to approval. 

4. All clean-up and finish work necessary to prepare the site for play, including removal of 
scraps, spoils, extra materials etc.  

5. Maintenance of the playscape throughout the 2020 school year, as we see how the 
anchors break in, including any fixes required to the finished anchors for any reason, but 
not to include the addition of new elements without a change order as described in the 
construction contract.  

6. I will carry the requisite insurance as specified by CPS Risk Assessment, and any crew 
on the job will be background-checked and fingerprinted in accordance with CPS 
guidelines. Construction will take place outside of school hours and out of contact with 
Waters students and staff. 



source item quantity cost time vendor description / comments

Waters Today Waters Today funds will be allocated for hard costs such as labor, materials, and transportation

bulk materials mulch 30 cubic yards free local arborists if we use arborist chips, they will be delivered for free. screened mulch runs $10-$40/yd depending on grade and color. The triple-grind 'playground mulch' is the high end at $40/yard
pea gravel 2 cubic yards $155.25 Crawford Materials potentially for the pebble pool or some other component of the water feature
CA6 gravel 4 cubic yards $252.00 Crawford Materials compactable gravel for setting posts and seating stumps and logs
CA7 gravel 4 cubic yards $252.00 Crawford Materials screened 3/4" gravel, no fines, for drainage under footings
Quickcrete 2 pallets $588.80 Home Depot post-setting concrete, where required for structural footings. 
fasteners misc $400.00 Menards / online all fasteners to be coated or stainless, suitable for exterior use, minimum ten year lifespan
hardware misc $150.00 Menards / local steel yards stainless angle brackets or similar as needed for structural applications
decking ~100 sf, at $35/sf $2,500.00 Menards / Cedar Direct hardware, framing and decking lumber for the stump stage and any other platforms or decked areas we build
black locust 50 posts, 7"D x8'L $2,300.00 local mills and wood cutters one full truckload of black locust posts for footings, anchors, balance challenge and other applications. cost includes purchase price, hauling, debarking, and processing

installation
grapple truck for hauling four trips minimum $2,000.00 local arborists for sourcing logs, stumps, boulders and any other heavy stuff we might need
flatbed truck rental for hauling five trips minimum $1,270.00 Chicagoland Truck Rental; Home Depot for moving the stuff from the line above, sundry hauling, and post-install cleanup
equipment for grading and augering as needed $3,500.00 Herc Rentals; Wirtz, Sunbelt to rent a bobcat w/ auger (for setting posts, grading, and moving materials) for a month, and/or have a two-month rental on a gas-powered two-person auger, if equipment is out of the question
construction fencing 300' $331.00 Alex temporary fencing for job site, including heavy gauge T posts
labor as many hours as possible! $6,300.95 300 hours Alex's crew overhire labor beyond what volunteers can provide. 300 hours at $20/hr

subtotal $20,000.00

Waters LSC LSC funding will be allocated for design work, professional services and overhead

design work $5,000.00 including meetings before, during and after the project, research, proposals, original playscape designs
contracting $12,500.00 my labor to source acquire and stage materials, as well as all time spent on the job and allocated towards ongoing maintenance through the first calendar year after the install
overhead $2,500.00 prorated insurance as specified by CPS, background check and fingerprinting costs, accounting etc

subtotal $20,000.00

total project cost $40,000.00 contigent upon finalized designs, timeline, and scope of work, to be specified in construction contrac










